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Castaneda Final Audit of Daily Writing 

 One hour and thirty minutes is a lot for an individual person can organized very well in 

his/her writing in one entire year. Right now I have been in English Class for one month and 

nineteen days and I have seen that I improved a lot in my writing each morning. For example, 

watching an interesting and entertaining video or image can give you a super idea to write about. 

That’s all you need! Therefore, many writers in class learn how to correct their spelling just like 

me. Together we learn many new vocabulary words during class, as a result we challenge each 

other by communicating with new words. Just observing an image I can totally make a story with 

weird, funny details. For example, how I did in my writing called “I could not run anymore” is a 

specific topic I chose to write. Reviewing the first assignment of the school year to the current 

one it will be big differences in corrections. Therefore, the important notebook called “Daily 

Writing Discipline” (DDW) is where I put all my effort into beautiful story writing. As a result, 

I’m going to go over my mistakes, examples, and reviewing what specific skills can help me 

become a better writer.  

 Since September 9, 2014 through November 10, I had made big changes in the 

organization of my entire work. The total of 24 pages it’s a small amount of errors I have made 

and corrected. The work I have produced through the Daily Writing Discipline it’s a lot of work 
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that I can work on. Every morning I want to take the negative thoughts I have and think positive, 

so depending how I feel it’s what I write in my DDW notebook. The purpose of this project is to 

go back and review what I have done and see how much effort I have put in by using different 

writing skills and how narrative techniques are delivered from my stories. For example, every 

story of my work has a title underlined. Three fingers spaced before a paragraph (indent), and 

every paragraph is skipped. I also have the correct order of the introduction with a good thesis, 

three short paragraphs and a final conclusion. In some entries I used new vocabulary words that I 

have learn in English Class, so then I can be a professional now I can make longer stories with 

creative details than I used to.  In every story I try to use only pencil, so if I make a mistake I can 

easily erase it, and so it can look very neat and clear to understand what the person is reading.  

 In my DDW notebook you will see many long stories, poetry, and a perfect journal that 

describes my feelings. These three genres are separated in sections I wrote in some entries. I 

truly have produced great work because I don’t leave the lines of the pages blank or white. 

Reviewing every piece of writing, I have many quotes to show the effort, and improvements I 

had done in English Class. Going over my entire work I have written long stories and given them 

more detail. For example, I named my characters of who I am talking about and I gave a cause 

and effect for every story. Some days I used vocabulary words in my entries especially in stories, 

and that help me a lot because in every vocabulary quiz I have one hundred percent. One 

permanent skill of writing I have every day in Daily Writing Discipline notebook is the capital 

letters and periods, I could never forget those simples’ pieces of grammar. I decide to keep 

extract  short passages that Ms. Walsh gave me like from a piece of information she gave me like 

“This is just to say” I try this assignment four times in four different images. Now I can clearly 

understand this piece of writing of how you can give detail to an object that grabs your attention. 
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In every story I make sure I had an ending, so the reader can give me a short summary of what 

the story was about. Most of my feedbacks were awesome, the only recommendation I received 

from the reader was to add more information about the characters I wrote about in the stories. 

Over all, I did a great job having a lot of details in every story, so then my story can be emotional 

to the reader. Each day I make sure I wrote a full page from the front side and at least half on the 

back page. Some improvements I did are that I started to write a setting in my second story I 

wrote. The practice of every third day changed my writing discipline because I have notice that I 

can write an entire fictional book of at least eight chapters. The topics I choose to write stories 

that were based in my personal feelings. As a result, depending how I was feeling, I did a formal 

language. So just looking in my writing DDW I notice that any of the days I clearly wrote down 

a interior monologue of my inner thoughts of up days (great moods). If a reader will read my 

personal words that I wrote from inside my heart and imagination will totally think I’m a 

sensitive, upset person who cries a lot. They will have a strong emotional impact just reading my 

entries. Every day was a different mood in my DDW entry. One of the best quotes I like how 

well I did is in September 17, 2014 saying, “After four years passed I wish I can be a 

phenomenal teacher and start an awesome path in my life.” This quote I give a capital letter, 

good start of what I was going to talk, (great hook by grabbing reader attention. Second perfect 

quote I used in date September 30 2014 says, “Therefore, he is hospitalized since two days ago, 

and the doctors’ and nurses’ told us that he has something stock in his stomach.” Even this is a 

super depressing quote, I’m sure I chose a good transition word to say the cause of the entire 

story. Like how I tell you I used great grammar in these coming quotes, for example capital 

letters, transition words, and perfect illustrations of stories I created. Quotes like, “Should I 

disappear myself or what should I do? I don’t have other option.” This is a strongly, hurtful 
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felling, question I wrote. I also liked the title I gave to my story in my entry 11 because it says, “I 

could not run anymore”. Oh my God I received excellent feedback from three readers. They told 

me, they like the title I chose because it gives a point of view of what I was going to talk about in 

the story. In the date October 14, 2014 I loved he entry I did by expressing a character feelings 

from a video. I gave a short talk like a poem of “Free Hugs”. After nine days, I wrote a very cool 

assignment that the teacher gave me called “The Important Thing” it’s a incredible best work I 

done by representing how my mom loves me. Twelve days later I started to give names to the 

characters of my stories. Reviewing how much work I done, I saw that I gave more detail in 

every single entry I did. For example, I added the time, setting, name characters and the issued in 

every writing discipline day. Like previous quote I gave name to my characters, “Perla and I 

have been orphans kids since we were little.” A specific great detail like, “I am a unknown 

person who had suffered a lot since 19 years ago… and I have worked in the garbage company 

since when I was seven years old.” Wow, I admired myself of choosing these specific quotes 

because they showed the differences/changes I did in my writing. My last entry was a romantic, 

funny story because I like the hook I wrote saying, “After two years Alondra and Enedino 

married together in the church called St. Adalbert.” In the current quote I named two characters, 

therefore I didn’t just say people or couple. I illustrate my story of what I was going to talk 

about. As a result, I did a great job by improving my Daily Writing Discipline, so now I can tell 

you that I learned a lot from my small mistakes I did.  

 Today I review my entire entries since two months ago, and I noticed I used many 

amazing writing skills. While I go over my work I was surprised of myself because most of my 

Do Now’s are long. Every day I wrote a lot because I love to write a lot. Expressing my feelings 

is the way I can write a lot in a piece of paper, and not letting the paper blank. Writing exercises 
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like “The Important Thing” is the best way to start opening your mind. I can tell that because I 

received one hundred percent in that assignment that the teacher gave me. This exercise meant a 

lot to me because I truly put effort of describing how important I am to my parents. So if I were 

to teach by my own, I will give to my students’ weird, entertainment photos. One spectacular, 

short assignment I will give them is “The Important Thing” and “This is just to say”. These are 

two incredible assignments that every single person can pop out many ideas in their brains. 

Therefore, many students’ will have an easily clear imagination to describe an object or their 

own life. In my personal opinion I will truly saved this entire work I done, until I finished high 

school, so I can see the changes of writing I did. Saving my entries it’s a big value for me 

because I will have the results of how much I know how to write. This DDW notebook it’s a 

great important value in my education because is something I really appreciate, that has showed 

me a lot in small errors. If I go back to last summer and go over my writing discipline it tells I 

have learn better this passed two months because I try to used new vocabulary words in my 

entries, that Ms. Walsh had teach me. Now I organized myself differently thinking and giving 

more ideas to my writing work. On the other hand, I reconsidered myself as a creative person 

who has funny and upset stories to tell. I can be a weak, fragile person to express my horrible 

feelings, which some days I had. Others days I can be funny, crazy person author who describes 

her ideas in millions of letters. As I see big improving in my writing I can be more positive 

person of writing work. My entire collection of writing can represent me as a organized, clear 

writer who has big imaginations. If you just turn every page of my DDW notebook you can see I 

love to write a lot. I can tell you that because I already showed my work to my mom and a 

friend. They both tell me to keep up my great work and never give up. That there is not a day 

that I can write about nothing. His name is Enedino, he told me I’m a great thinker who has a 
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open minded of writing. Writing Class, English Class meant everything to me about education! 

Writing, reading and reflecting what I done is my life because it’s what I done every day of 

school. I’m very thankful of having a teacher like Ms. Walsh because is only two months and 

days I have been here in class and she have teach me a lot, now imagine after I finished 10th 

grade; I will be a phenomenal writer. I don’t know what I will do without my brain because 

that’s how I think every day. 

 In closing, let me tell you that I truly have enough time to learn how to become a better 

writer. Reflecting the entire process of my writing skills is very important to me because is a big 

grade in my education. I care a lot of writing my entries every day because it’s a big detail that 

will occurred three more years of high school. In front of the class I can make a long monologue 

of myself acting very funny by saying my long speech of a cool story. Please writers like me 

should used the method of writing more and more so you can understand better and think more. 

I’m pretty sure you will need to know how to write your entire name correctly. At least once in 

your life you will have to fill out an application and for that you need to know how to read and 

write. The point of these five paragraphs is to tell you how much work I had done, and how I 

have resolved small mistakes I did. Free writing, imaginations can let you to a high level in life, 

of where you don’t have to worry how to write five paragraphs, stories, poems in you writing 

notebook. As a result, be part of people who try their best by learning more, and just to remained 

you, I will be one special writer until I died because expressing, inventing new ideas is 

everything I do and  continue to write in my treasure called DDW (Daily Writing Discipline) 

notebook.    


